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Dear Council Member 
 

Meeting of a Special Council Meeting of the Shire of Katanning held on 
Tuesday 29 August 2017, in the Shire of Katanning Council Chambers, 

14 Austral Terrace, Katanning, commencing at 6:00pm. 
 
 
 

 
 
DISCLAIMER 
 
 
The Council of the Shire of Katanning hereby 
advises that before taking any action on an application or a 
decision of the Council, any applicant or members of the 
public should wait for written advice from the Council. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PRESIDING MEMBER ________________________________          DATE SIGNED ___________________________________ 
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1. DECLARATION OF OPENING/ ANNOUNCEMENT OF VISTORS 

 
The Presiding Member declared the meeting open at 6.00pm. 
 

2. RECORD OF ATTENDANCE 

 
PRESENT 
 
Presiding Member:  Cr Liz Guidera - President 
 
Members:    Cr Craig McKinley - Deputy President  
     Cr Danny McGrath 
     Cr Serena Sandwell 
     Cr Martin Van Koldenhoven 
     Cr John Goodheart 
     Cr Alep Mydie 
     Cr Richard Kowald 
     Cr Owen Boxall 
 
 
       
  
Council Officers:   Julian Murphy, Chief Executive Officer 
       
     Sam Davis, Executive Manager, Projects and Community Building 
     Andrus Budrikis, Executive Manager Property & Assets 
     Libby French, Manager Finance 
     Taryn Human, Governance Executive Officer 
      
 
 
Gallery:    Ben Smidt 
     Terresa Flugge 
     Matt Collis 
     Isabel Collis 
     William Collis 
     Saskia Adysti 
     Karl Hirschmann 
 
 
Media: 
 
 
Apologies:      Uwe Striepe, Director Engineering & Development Services  
      
 
Leave of Absence:    
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3. RESPONSE TO PUBLIC QUESTIONS TAKEN ON NOTICE 

 
Nil. 
 

4. DISCLOSURE OF FINANCIAL/IMPARTIALITY INTERESTS 

 
Nil. 
 

5. PUBLIC QUESTION/STATEMENT TIME 

 
Matt Collis’s questions related to the proposed 2017/18 budget and had two main parts. 
 
He said that as an ordinary member of the community he thought that it would be impossible 
to judge if a rate increase of 4.63% was justified based on the commentary of the proposed 
motion. He said that as he / the community do not have the information that Council have in 
front of him, he can only take Council on trust. He understands the financial position that they 
face is nowhere as good as it has been in previous years and understands the work that has 
gone into bringing this budget to council. He acknowledges that everyone in this chamber 
cares for Katanning and its future and thanked everyone for their commitment. 
 
His first question relates to how they justify this budget to the wider community. He believes 
a number of Councillors also had this concerns from the discussions about the proposed 
motion at lasts weeks’ Ordinary Council Meeting. Over the last few years the community has 
seen the proportion of staff paid over $100k increase, and at a number of elector meetings 
has questioned that fact. He understands that to find the right candidate for the job you need 
to offer a competitive salary and that is very important. Over the last few years the Shire has 
been quite successful in attracting project funding, which was great. There are some in the 
community questioning these facts vs the on-ground results they are seeing. He was thinking 
about this fact over the weekend as he stood knee deep in Piesse Lake, a project in itself that 
has had its problems and delays. Since the completion of the Saleyard project he could only 
think of one Shire project that has been successfully completed, and that was the bus stop 
across the road. Are there any more?  
 
He said that when you think about it in this clear-cut way he understands why some of the 
community have concerns. However, he said he accepts the reality is not that clear cut and 
that there are a number of projects in the pipeline. Nobody likes to pay more, that’s human 
nature but if the community can see the results he believes they will accept it far more than 
they do now.  
 
He said he’s a believer in the fact that Katanning needs to grow to survive, and need to offer 
good services, jobs, houses and quality of living. None of which come free, he wasn’t arguing 
for these projects to stop but thought Council need to get on with things so that that 
community can see the results. 
 
The second part of his question related to the discount the Shire offer for full payment within 
35 days of the rates notice being issued. He asked if it was noteworthy that all the 
surrounding Shires he had researched offer a 5% discount and that the Shire of Katanning only 
offers 2%. In the commentary for the budget motion it was explained that “this is to 
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encourage the prompt payment of rates for a cashflow purpose and to maximize investment 
of available funds. This action assists to minimize rate increases by the inflow of interest from 
investments” and that “the 2017/18 budget forecasts a loss in revenue of $43k by offering the 
2% discount.” How many households take up the full payment option? Have adjustments 
been made to the $43k figure to take into consideration the “inflow of interest from 
investments” 
 
President’s Response: 
 
Thanked Matt for his questions.  
 
Council after much deliberation have decided that 4.63% rate rise is justified. 
 
The factors that influenced their decision were: 
 

 Withdrawal of the $32,000 pool allowance & State Governments decision to reduce 
road funding allocation by $48,500 – that alone equals 2.2% 

 Increase in State Government charges – particularly water and power – 

 Planning for the future 

 Council is mindful of the current economic climate and is moving the second lowest 
rate rise in 10 years. 

 
A copy of the draft budget it is available for inspection.  The budget will be a public document 
once passed through this meeting. 
 
In relation to the Executives salary and the community expectation in this area – the President 
stated that she has been a strong advocate for balancing the services of the community, 
community expectation, offering a competitive salary and performance of the Executives.  
 
In regard to staff remuneration. 
 
Of importance to note is that the Director of Corporate and Community Services position and 
the Deputy CEO position have been amalgamated to the Executive Manager for Finance and 
Administration and will see this advertised this week. The salary has also been pegged back in 
line with all Executive Manager positions.  
 
Katanning is not really a big enough Shire to have the 2 former positions –  
She said that these changes, and the changes in Executive remuneration have been driven by 
the current CEO and supported by this council – just as the extra positions and high 
remuneration of past executive staff was driven by the previous CEO with the backing of the 
former Council. 
 
Over the previous years a system of bonuses were paid to Executive staff and retention 
bonuses for other staff – these were all approved by the Management Review Committee 
made up of 4 Councilors and then passed through the Council at the time. 
 
The Probity and Procurement Audit carried out at the Shire of Katanning last year raised 
issues with this committee – this current council has disbanded the committee. 
The previous practices of bonuses and large increases and time in lieu provisions have been 
done away with under this current Council. The extra activities you see Executives undertaking 
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for instance Sam Davis planting reeds at Piesse Lake on Sunday are all undertaken as part of 
his job.  
 
The President advised that Council understands the community’s frustration with previous 
practices and hope that the changes they have made build trust in the Council – they take the 
responsibility of managing the finances of their community seriously. 
 
There were a few things of note from the budget meeting last Thursday that she would like to 
highlight: 
 

 Libby French our Manager Finance suggested introducing a couple of reserves to even 
out some of our regulatory responsibilities that incur large/moderate costs and occur 
biennially and 5 yearly. 

 

 Sam Davis, Executive Manager of Community Development – advocated strongly on 
behalf of the arts community 

 

 Andrus Brudrkis implored Councilors to take the issue of building maintenance very 
seriously so as not to disadvantage a future Council and; 

 

 Julian Murphy as always held his calm and steady tone when things were getting a 
little heated with Councilors questioning and requesting certain spending, Julian listens 
and responds always from a “what’s best for Katanning” approach. 

 
These executives are doing their best for our community – they make these suggestions 
because they care about the community of Katanning and the professionalism of their 
position – and we thank them for the dedication to the job. 
 
It’s very easy to advocate on behalf of good staff – we have an excellent team going forward 
and we hope they will have your support. 
 
In regards to the projects completed – unfortunately the President feels that the main street 
is just so visual and continually needing attention that it’s difficult for people to see past this, 
most councilors shake their heads every time they drive or walk up the street and find 
another section of paving that has failed. 
 
This project is complete – but clearly it was going to be an ongoing headache for the current 
council and she would expect ongoing Councils – and as she said at the electors meeting last 
year if we had the time again we would do it differently – simple things like designing the 
whole street and choosing more suitable material would obviously have an enormous impact 
– unfortunately we are stuck with the situation not of our making and we will continue to try 
and fix the issues as they arise.  
 
On to the positive:  
 
The projects that have been completed: 
 

 The bus stop 

 The extension of the Rec Centre – this was a very successful project – this was on the 
books for some 6 to 8 years  
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 The refurbishment of the Katanning Hotel  

 The roundabout  

 The airport patient transfer facility  

 Leisure Centre water project dam and tanks are completed 

 Lake Ewlymartup visitor facilities 

 The Town Hall repaint – was nearly completed until they found some rusty down pipes 
that need replacing. 

 
There are a few projects that are currently underway  

 The New Admin Centre 

 The Welcome Precinct 

 The Piesse lake subdivision 

 The New Shire Administration & Civic Centre 

 Piesse Lake Park 

 The Early Childhood hub 
 
The question about does Council need to get on with things so we can see the result is a very 
firm yes – particularly in relation to the playground –this is an imperative for our community. 
Council are well aware that we need to get on– and have in fact been pushing for that very 
thing since the funding was announced last May. The Master Plan is due to go to Council in 
September. 
 
The CEO answered the second part of Matt’s question. 
 
The CEO advised that the 2% discount on rates paid in full by the due date was an incentive to 
get the income for cash flow purposes. He said that about half of the assessments were paid 
in full by the due date, around $2M. He said that receiving the money early allowed for a 
larger amount of Council funds to be invested for a longer period during the year.  The 
amount of return on investments was factored into the overall budget provisions.  
 
 

6. APPLICATIONS FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE 

 
Nil. 
 

7. PETITIONS/DEPUTATIONS/PRESENTATIONS 

 
Nil. 
 

8. CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING 

 
Nil. 
 

9. ANNOUNCEMENTS BY PRESIDING MEMBER WITHOUT DISCUSSION 

 
Nil. 
 

10. REPORTS OF COMMITTEES AND OFFICERS 
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10.1 EXECUTIVE MANAGER INFRASTRUCTURE & DEVELOPMENT REPORTS 

 
Nil. 
 

10.2 EXECUTIVE MANAGER FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION REPORTS 

 
10.2.1  Adoption of the 2017/18 Budget 
 
File Ref:   FM.BU.1 
Reporting Officer:  Libby French, Manager Finance 
Date Report Prepared: 25 August 2017 
 
Issue: 
To consider adopting the 2017/18 Budget for the Shire of Katanning. 
 
Body/Background: 
The Local Government Act 1995, section 6.2 requires a Local Government to prepare and 
adopt a budget before 31 August. 
 
Commentary is provided supporting the recommendations. 
 
1 & 2: Rating Information 
The 2017/18 Annual Budget shows a 4.63% increase in rate revenue. After extensive 
modelling, officers have determined that the rates model as recommended in this report is 
the most equitable for Katanning ratepayers. The following graph shows the percentage 
increase in dollars of each rating type – gross rental value (GRV) and unimproved value (UV). 
The model as presented has the majority of ratepayers receiving increases from 2016/17 not 
greater than $100; GRV Properties 96% and UV Properties 57%. The higher percentage of UV 
properties receiving increases greater than $100 is a result of some ratepayers grouping 
multiple parcels of rural land into one assessment. If each of these land parcels were rated 
individually, each property’s increase would be more consistent with the general trend, which 
on average is approximately $50 per assessment dependent upon valuation. 
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Revaluation of Gross Rental Value (GRV) properties last took effect on 1 July 2014. As 
Katanning sits within a 5-year revaluation cycle, with the exception of one-off revaluations 
(due to building development, demolition, or objections) no major changes to GRV valuations 
will occur until 1 July 2019. Those properties rated on the basis of Unimproved Valuation (UV) 
are revalued annually by the Valuer General. The current year’s revaluation resulted in an 
average increase of 0.12%, compared with 0.09% increase in 2016. Revaluations do not 
impact on the amount of rates to raise, but do affect the distribution of how rates are 
distributed across properties. 
 
3: Discount 
For a number of years, Council has offered a 2% discount to ratepayers who pay all rates 
outstanding in full within 35 days of the rates notice being issued. This is to encourage the 
prompt payment of rates for cashflow purposes and to maximise investment of available 
funds. This action assists to minimise rate increases by the inflow of interest from 
investments, while also aiming to minimise the extent of legal action taken on ratepayers. 
Section 6.46 of the Local Government Act 1995 allows for a local government to grant a 
discount for early payment of rates. The 2017/18 budget forecasts a loss in revenue of 
$43,000 by offering the 2% discount. 
 
4: Payment options 
Section 6.50 of the Local Government Act 1995 states that the due date on the rate notice is 
not to be less than 35 days from the date of issue. Section 6.45 of the Local Government Act 
1995 allows for a local government to provide payment options to ratepayers for the payment 
of rates. Consistent with prior financial year, ratepayers are offered three options to pay their 
outstanding rates; in full by the due date, by two instalments, or by four instalments. 
 
5 & 6: Interest and Administration Charges for Instalment Options, and Penalty Interest 
Where ratepayers choose to pay their rates by instalments Council is required to adopt a rate 
of interest to be charged for this option and to determine an administrative charge for this 
service. Similarly, Council is required to adopt the rate of penalty interest to be imposed on 
outstanding rates. These charges are consistent with prior years, and are as prescribed by the 
Local Government Act 1995. 
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7 & 8: Refuse, Recycling Charges and Waste Rate 
These charges reflect the requirement for Council to recover the costs of waste disposal and 
treatment through corresponding revenue. While some operational expenditure has increase, 
this has been offset by the reduction of contractor charges as a result of renegotiated fees. 
The result has been no change to the collection and disposal charges from 2016/17 to 
2017/18. 
 
9: Schedule of Fees and Charges 
The Schedule of Fees and Charges has been reviewed and is included in the budget document. 
Officers have reviewed the fees and charges based on factors such as the consumer price 
index (CPI) (Perth CPI from March 2016 to March 2017 of 1.02% has been applied), the cost of 
providing services compared with the associated fee or charge, comparison with neighbouring 
Councils, and the practicality and affordability for customers. Noteworthy changes from the 
2016/17 fees and charges include the decrease of adult entry to the Katanning Aquatic Centre 
from $5.50 to $5.00, introduction of new planning fees, introduction of a new membership at 
Katanning Leisure Centre (indoor sports membership), CPI increase of sporting ground fees 
and advertising fees, and increase of Amherst Village weekly service fee in line with the cost 
of operation. Statutory changes to building fees applied from 1 July 2017, which Council has 
no control over. 
 
10: Material Variances 
The monthly reporting for 2017/18 is proposed constant with 2016/17 and prior financial 
years reporting: a variance of 10% or greater of the annual budget for each program area in 
the budget, as a level which requires an explanation or report, with a minimum dollar value of 
$10,000. 
 
11, 12 & 13: Elected Members fees and allowances 
Section 7B(2) of the Salaries and Allowances Act 1975 requires the Salaries and Allowances 
Tribunal, at intervals of not more than 12 months, to inquire into and determine the amount 
of: fees, or the minimum and maximum amounts of fees, to be paid under the Local 
Government Act 1995 ('the LG Act') to elected council members for attendance at meetings; 
expenses, or the minimum and maximum amounts of expenses, to be reimbursed under the 
LG Act to elected council members; and allowances, or the minimum and maximum amounts 
of allowances, to be paid under the LG Act to elected council members. The latest 
determination was made on 11 April 2017. 
 
In accordance with the Local Government Act 1995 section 5.99- Annual fee for council 
members in lieu for attending meetings, a Local Government may decide that instead of 
paying council members a fee referred to in section 5.98(1), it will instead pay all council 
members who attend council or committee meetings –  

• The annual fee determined by the Salaries and Allowance Tribunal under Salaries 
and Allowance Act 1975 section 7B; or  

• Where the local government has set a fee within the range for annual fees 
determined by that Tribunal under that section, that fee. In accordance with the 
Local Government Act 1995 section 5.98(5) Fees etc for Council members. The 
mayor or president of a local government is entitled, in addition to any entitlement 
that he or she has under subsection (1) or (2), to be paid –  

• The annual local government allowance determined for mayors or presidents; or  
• Where the local government has set an annual local government allowance within 

the range determined for annual local government allowances for mayors or 
presidents that allowance.  
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In accordance with the Local Government Act 1995 section 5.98A – Allowance for deputy 
mayor or deputy president, a local government may decide to pay the deputy mayor or 
deputy president of the local government an allowance of up to the percentage that is 
determined by the Salaries and Allowance Tribunal under the Salaries and Allowance Act 1975 
section 7B of the annual local government allowance to which the mayor or president is 
entitled under section 5.98(5).  
 
In accordance with section 7B (2) of the Salaries and Allowance Act 1975 the Salaries and 
Allowances Tribunal is required to “inquire into and determine –  

• The amount of fees, or the minimum and maximum amount of fees, to be paid 
under the Local Government Act to elected council members for attendance at 
meetings, and  

• The amount of expenses, or the minimum and maximum of expenses, to be 
reimbursed under the Local Government Act 1995 to elected council members; 
and  

• The amount of allowances or the minimum and maximum amounts of allowances, 
to be paid under the Local Government Act 1995 to elected council members.”  

 
It has been determined that the Shire of Katanning is a Band 3 in the Tribunal’s local 
government banding model.  
 
For a council member who holds the office of mayor or president, the annual fee range is: 
 

Minimum Maximum 

$7,612 $25,091 

For a council member other than the mayor or president, the annual fee range is: 
 

Minimum Maximum 

$7,612 $16,205 

 
The fee range for an annual allowance for a Mayor, President or Chairman is: 
 

Minimum Maximum 

$1,015 $36,591 

 
The fee range for an annual allowance for ICT expenses is: 
 

Minimum Maximum 

$500 $3,500 

 
Officer’s Comment:  
The draft budget was presented to Councillors’ and reviewed at the budget workshops held 
on 31 July 2017 and 16 August 2017, with amendments included in the final draft budget. The 
draft budget was presented to Council at the Ordinary Council Meeting on 22 August 2017, 
however the motion lapsed for want of a seconder. Council moved to hold a special Council 
meeting on 29 August 2017 to consider the annual budget. A workshop was held with 
Councillors on 24 August 2017 to address concerns.  
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As a result of this process, some minor adjustments were made to the operating budgets. 
Expenditure on Gallery lighting was reduced by $4,500, and the Community Outreach 
Program was removed ($4,000) from the sub-program Other Culture; motor vehicle 
expenditure under the sub-program Plant Operation Costs was reduced by $4,000 due to a 
double-up; and the Community Financial Assistance Program (under Elected Members) was 
increased by $6,000. Expenditure allocated to the decommissioning of the old Saleyards is 
now funded from the old saleyards reserve. The net effect of these changes allowed for 
$130,056 to be reallocated. Council proposed to create three new reserve funds; $25,000 to 
gross rental valuation reserve (every 5 years, the Valuer General revalues all GRV rated land 
within the Shire of Katanning; the next revaluation is June 2019 and estimated to cost 
$50,000. This reserve will ease the cost pressure in the 2018/19 budget, and an appropriate 
figure will be budgeted to this reserve in subsequent budgets), $52,528 to Quartermaine Oval 
reserve (to be used to fund future maintenance and upgrades), and $52,528 to Katanning 
Leisure Centre reserve (to be used to fund future maintenance and upgrades). 
 
As presented the draft budget allows for an increase in rates raised of 4.63% from the 
2016/17 budget. Significant changes beyond Council’s control impact this year’s budget and 
subsequent rates increase. First, the recent announcement of a 42% reduction of the direct 
roads grant from Main Roads (a loss of $48,556 towards roads maintenance). Second, the 
removal of the community pools revitalisation program grant from Department of Sport and 
Recreation of $32,000. These two losses in revenue alone represent a 2.22% rate increase. 
 
Additionally, noteworthy increases in expenditure have arisen in this budget including the first 
year’s repayment of two new plant loans ($105,757), the 2017 Council election, and the 
$20,000 donation to the Southern Dirt Techspo. The severity of these increases have been 
reduced by an increase in the insurance scheme refund ($11,788), the disposal of two light 
vehicles which will not be replaced ($21,344), and a reduction in consultant costs for elected 
members ($10,000) and governance ($15,000). 
 
It is recommended that Council adopt a balanced budget. 
 
Statutory Environment: 
Local Government Act 1995 – Part 6, Division 2 – Annual Budget 
Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996  
 
Policy Implications: 
Nil. 
 
Financial Implications: 
Budget of estimated income and expenditure for the 2017/18 financial year. 
 
Strategic Implications: 
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Shire of Katanning Strategic Plan 2013 – 2023 
Development and Leadership 

 Governance 
 
Officer’s Recommendation/Council Motion: 
 
MOVED: CR DANNY MCGRATH   SECONDED: CR SERENA SANDWELL 
 
OC122/17 That Council with respect to the 2017/18 Budget for the Shire of Katanning  

 adopts the following: 
 
1) General Rates - the following rates be imposed on rateable property  

   for 2017/18: 

 Unimproved Values (UV)   $0.011042 

 Gross Rental Values (GRV)   $0.098009 
 
2) Minimum Rates - the following minimum rates be imposed on  

   rateable property for 2017/18: 

 Unimproved Values (UV)   $960 

 Gross Rental Values (GRV)   $960 
 

3) Discount – That Council grants a discount of 2% of the value of current  
   rates (rates levied in 2017/18) if all rates and charges appearing on  
   the rate notice including arrears are paid in full within 35 days of issue  
   of the rates assessment notice. 
 

4) Payment Options – that Council adopts the following options  
  for the payment of rates and charges for 2017/18:  

 
Option 1 (Full Payment) 
• Full amount, less any entitled discount, of rates and  

charges including arrears to be paid on or before 35  
days after the date of service appearing on the rate  
notice. Granting a 2% discount on this option. 

 
Option 2 (2 Instalments)  

 The first instalment of 50% of the total current rates  
  and charges, instalment charges plus the total  
  outstanding arrears payable, within 35 days from the  
  date of issue of the rate notice. 

 The second instalment of 50% of the total current rates  
  and charges and instalment charges, payable 4 months  
  from the due date of the first instalment. 

 
Option 3 (4 Instalments) 
• The first instalment of 25% of the total current rates  

  and charges and instalment charges plus the total  
  outstanding arrears payable, within 35 days from the  
  date of issue of the rate notice. 
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• The second, third and fourth instalments, each of 25%  
  of the current rates and charges and instalment  
  charges, payable at two monthly intervals after the due date  
  of the first instalment. 

 
5) Interest and Administration Charges for Instalment Options –  

  that Council in accordance with 6.45 of the Local Government  
  Act 1995 imposes the following charges: 

a) An administrative charge of $10 per instalment notice;  
   and 

b) Interest of 5.5% per annum on rates paid by instalments in  
   2017/18. 
 
6) Penalty Interest on Overdue Rates – that Council imposes a  

  penalty interest rate of 11% per annum to be imposed on  
  outstanding rates in 2017/18 in accordance with 6.51 of the  
  Local Government Act 1995.  

 
7) Refuse and Recycling Charges – That Council in accordance with  

   section 67 of the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007,  
   imposes the following charges for 2017/18 for the collection and  
   disposal of refuse: 

 Domestic service 240 litre bin, per bin per year $350 

 Domestic Service (additional 240 litre bin)  $350 

 Domestic Service 120 litre bin, per bin per year $265 

 Commercial service 240 litre bin. Per bin per year $350 

 Commercial service (additional 240 litre bin) $350 

 Commercial Service 120 litre, per bin per year $265 

 Street Bin Collection, per bin per year  $165 

 Commercial waste management charge  $97 
 
8) Waste Rate – That Council in accordance with section 66 of the Waste  

  Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007, imposes a waste rate for  
  2017/18 for the provision of waste services in Katanning.  This  
  includes the provision of a local refuse site and street sweeping. 

 
Waste Rate: 

 Unimproved Values (UV)   $0.0001 

 Gross Rental Values (GRV)   $0.0001 
Minimum Waste Rate: 

 Unimproved Values (UV)   $31.00 

 Gross Rental Values (GRV)   $31.00 
 

9) Fees and Charges – adopts the Schedule of Fees and Charges as  
  detailed for 2017/18 in accordance with section 6.16 of the Local  
  Governments Act 1995. 
 

10) Material Variances – In relation to financial reporting in  
  2017/18, adopt a variance of 10% or greater of the annual  
   budget for each program area in the budget, as a level which  
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  requires an explanation or report, with a minimum dollar value of  
  $10,000. 
 

11) Elected Members Meeting Attendance Fees - adopts the  
  annual sitting fee option and the fee for 2017/18 be set at: 
 

 Councillors  $10,000 per Councillor 

 President  $10,000 President 
 

12) President and Deputy President Allowances – for 2017/18 adopts the  
  annual allowance for the President of $20,000 and for the Deputy  
  President $5,000. 

 
13) Information and Communication Technology Allowance – for 2017/18  

  adopts an annual information and communications technology  
  allowance of $1,100 per elected member. 

 
14) Adoption of Annual Budget – that Council adopts the annual budget  

  for 2017/18.  
 
Voting Requirement: Absolute Majority 

CARRIED: 7/2 
 

Cr Danny McGrath spoke for the motion. 
Cr Richard Kowald spoke against the motion and and tabled his explanation. 
Cr John Goodheart spoke for the motion. 
Cr Martin Van Koldenhoven spoke against the motion. 
Cr Serena Sandwell spoke for the motion. 
Cr Danny McGrath spoke for the motion. 
 

10.3 EXECUTIVE MANAGER, PROJECTS AND COMMUNITY BUILDING REPORTS 
 

Nil. 
 

10.4 EXECUTIVE MANAGER, PROPERTY & ASSETS REPORTS 

 
Nil. 
 

10.5    DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

 
Nil. 
 

10.6 CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORTS 

 
Nil. 

 

10.7  ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING 

 
Nil. 
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11.  ELECTED MEMBERS MOTION OF WHICH PREVIOUS NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN 

 
Nil. 
 

12. NEW BUSINESS OF AN URGENT NATURE INTRODUCED BY DECISION OF MEETING 

 
Nil. 
 

13. CONFIDENTIAL ITEM 

 
Nil. 
 

14. CLOSURE OF MEETING 

 
The Presiding Member declared the meeting closed at 6:26pm. 


